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Communication is by far the most important skill in this current era of globalization.
However, in reality, educational materials that are available in Korea primarily focus on
reading and listening skills, which are not solely adequate in enabling students to develop
their communication skills. For these reasons, the Power Series reflects the importance of
evaluating expressive English skills, in addition to comprehension.
From now on, English education will focus on evaluating four fields by adopting a well
designed system with practical English exercises.
This series is not only for test preparation, but will also enable students to use the English
skills they have been developing since childhood in the real world.

The purpose of the Power Series is to solve the problem of the old English education
system in Korea, which only enables students to deal with paper tests, as opposed to
speaking or practical tests. While studying with the Power Series, students will be able to
improve in four fields of English, with focus on speaking and expressive English.
The structure of this series allows learners to gradually become familiar with the questions,
which become increasingly more difficult as the series progresses. By following the steps
provided, the learners will adapt and develop their skills efficiently.
If learners commit to this curriculum, they will improve speaking, writing and other
fields of study, and can expect high scores on their English tests.

With determination and dedication, learners who study with the Power Series can be
assured that they are on the best track to success in English.
The books provide the right amount of guidance and challenge needed to ensure that students
will become proficient in English.
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Part 1

Explaining the Pictures

The aim of this activity is to get the students to write an
accurate and detailed description about a given picture.
Instead of a series of pictures, the students are shown
one picture which they must describe in detail. This
type of activity exercises the students’ vocabulary skills
and encourages accuracy when describing a scene. The
students are prompted by questions and given sentence
starters along with vocabulary boxes as guidance.

Part 2

Answering the given questions

In this activity the students have to answer questions on
a range of different topics.
The students can use key words from the questions and
their own vocabularies to form their responses. This type
of activity allows students to practice their speaking skills
and create appropriate responses to the questions.
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Part 3

Story Telling - Picture Descriptions

This activity challenges the students’ capability to create
a story. The students are shown a series of 4~5 pictures
which they must describe with the help of a vocabulary
box of useful words. The students should describe what
is happening in each picture and put these descriptions
together to form a coherent story. This is a good way to
help students practice their creative skills and monitor
how well they are able to express their thoughts using
their own English skills.

Part 4

Advanced Speaking - Problem Solving

In this activity the students have the opportunity to
start forming longer passages of speaking. The aim is
to create a response to the given problem. The students
should answer the question posed at the end of the
given text and express how they would respond or deal
with the situation. The students can use key words and
phrases from within the given text to help formulate their
responses. The goal of this activity is to allow students
to demonstrate their problem solving skills and ability to
respond in an appropriate way.
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Unit

1

Part 1

Explaining the pictures

Example
Answer the question using the picture and useful words.
(Preparation time 20 seconds/ Response time 20 seconds)

1

What is this boy doing?
Useful Words

Boy, running on train tracks,
dangerous

Model Answer

He is running on the train tracks. This is very dangerous.

2
What are these people doing?
Useful Words

People, exercising, not doing much,
lazy

Model Answer

They are doing exercise in the gym. They look very lazy because they’re
not doing much.
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Activity 1
Answer the question using the picture and useful words.
(Preparation time 20 seconds/ Response time 20 seconds)

Useful Words

jumping

crowd

shooting

basketball

cheering

hoop

field

slam dunk

LA Lakers

high

What is the man doing?
The man (are/is) playing basketball. He is jumping up with the ball.
He will slam dunk the ball.
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Activity 2
Answer the question using the picture and useful words.
(Preparation time 20 seconds/ Response time 20 seconds)

Useful Words

soccer

crowd

team

swing

goal

kick

ball

watching

Manchester United

What is the soccer player doing?
The soccer player (is/are) playing soccer. He is kicking the ball.
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Activity 3
Answer the question using the picture and useful words.
(Preparation time 20 seconds/ Response time 20 seconds)

Useful Words

bat

pitch

home run

glove

helmet

hit

baseball

field

strike

hockey

What do you think will happen?
I think (that/it) the man will hit the ball. He will hit the ball with the bat.
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Activity 4
Answer the question using the picture and useful words.
(Preparation time 20 seconds/ Response time 20 seconds)

Useful Words

fans
Olympics

race

world record

hoop

running

track

shouting

What are the men doing?
The men (are/is) running. They are running very fast.
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100m

Usain Bolt

Activity 5
Answer the question using the picture and useful words.
(Preparation time 20 seconds/ Response time 20 seconds)

Useful Words

speed skating

ice

dangerous

rink

happy

fast

sad

race

shouting

What are the women going to do?
The women (are/is) getting ready to ice skate
because they are trying to win the race.
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